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Solving the puzzle of what to give to whom should be made easier this Christmas with personalised artisan
chocolate gifts from Sent With A Loving Kiss (http://www.sentwithalovingkiss.co.uk). Beautifully styled
and decorated chocolate, hand-crafted in Hampshire by a team of award-winning chocolatiers, is presented
in a decorative keepsake tin bearing a personal message from the sender to the recipient, and can be
delivered anywhere in the UK, starting from under £20 plus postage and packing.
There’s chocolate to please all tastes – dark, milk, white and mixed, and themes to suit immediate
friends and family, as well as cousins, aunts and uncles, in-laws, step relatives, or Christmas hosts and
hostesses.
It’s an easy way to send a personalised gift that offers a sweet treat and a tin to keep.
The chocolate tastes as good as it looks as the chocolatiers that produce their artistry for Sent With A
Loving Kiss have been specially chosen; they also supply the food halls of many internationally renowned
London stores.
Ethically sourced couverture from Belgium is melted, moulded and embellished by hand, in the Hampshire
workshop, with peel, fruit, nuts, contrasting chocolate and hand-drawn script and patterns to be tip top
gift-ready. The presentation tins come in a variety of patterns, shapes and sizes, and Sent With A
Loving Kiss’s helpful team is there to help you with your personalised message should you wish.
Sent With A Loving Kiss offers a money back satisfactory guarantee, a secure payment method and a choice
of delivery options. To see the wide range of gifts and to place an order visit: Sent With A Loving Kiss
(http://www.sentwithalovingkiss.co.uk) or speak to a friendly operator on 0844 482 8400.
www.sentwithalovingkiss.co.uk
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